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One of the Largest International Open Source Conference
Amazing audience of more than 300 students
How can we forget the challenges we faced..

- Knowledge pattern of Indian Students

- Lack of Awareness about Open-Source

- Event Promotion
Our experiences

• Mobilization and target audience
• Organizing effective and interesting Hands-on sessions
• How we do things differently
• Belief in ourselves to host an international conference – It was not so difficult in the end!!
• Joy of watching people learn something new and seeing them contributing to the community
• Realization of potential in Indian students
The journey through past years
Indian contribution in KDE

- Indian students in GSoC in KDE
- Total GSoC Students in KDE

Graph showing the contribution of Indian students in GSoC in KDE from 2010 to 2014.
The show must go on!

- Another Conf.kde.in
- Stronger FOSS Culture in India
- More KDE Contributors
Thank you!! 😊

@kdeindeindia